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Ah! then, as I was rising this crowning road, just

beyond the old lime -kiln, there leaked into my open ear
the faint peep of a hyla from some far pool. One little

hyla somewhere in the fens, aroused by the genial sea-
son, crawls up the bank or a bush, squats on a dry leaf,

and essays a note or two, which scarcely rends the air,

does no violence to the zephyr, but yet breaks through
all obstacles, thick-planted maples, and far over the
downs to the ear of the listening naturalist, who will

never see that piper in this world, - nor even the next,
it may be, - as it were the first faint cry of the new-born
year, notwithstanding the notes of birds. Where so long
I have heard only the brattling and moaning of the wind,
what means this tenser, far-piercing sound? All nature
rejoices with one joy. If the hyla has revived again, may
not I?

-Journal, March 21, 1853





PARHELIA, DRAWN BY MR. SONT,

CONCORD'S SKY EFFECTS

On April 4, 1859, Henry Thoreau wrote in his Journal:

"Mr. Haines, who travelled over the lots

with us this very cold and blustery day,

was over eighty.

'"What raw, blustering weather!" said I

to my employer to-day. 'Yes, ' answered
he. 'Did you see those two sun-dogs on
Saturday? They are a pretty sure sign
of wintry weather. '"

One of N. C. Wyeth's paintings for the anthology of
Thoreau' s Journal quotations, Men of Concord , shows a

scene of fishing through the ice with a splendid wintry
sun-bow. I see no comment on this in Wyeth's corres-
pondence, as to whether he had seen such sky-signs in

Needham where he was born, in Maine or in Pennsylvania
where he lived, or elsewhere. Perhaps he had seen them
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in a number of places, for they aren't that uncommon,
especially if one is out of doors in the open.

Indoors, where I work in Lexington, the window
looks out to the West. A colleague was looking intently

through the Venetian1

blind, and I discovered the sun-
dogs he saw were an unfamiliar phenomenon to him,
although he had an engineering degree specializing in

optics. A sun-dog is a spot of light 22 degrees to the
right or left of the sun, caused by reflections from ice
crystals. It's called a "dog" presumably because it

follows, or dogs at the heels of the sun, and Thoreau
used this term rather than "parhelia" which he read of

and saw in a woodcut in Elisha Kent Kane's two volume
Arctic Explorations (Philadelphia, 1856) which he
occasionally quoted.

Though indoors more than Thoreau, this year I've

seen on at least half a dozen February afternoons these
sun-dogs. That they are a "sign of wintry weather" was
of course not Thoreau' s opinion, but quoted as that of his

neighbor. A clear sky that promoted radiational cooling
would be colder. There are, incidentally, other occa-
sions when Thoreau noncommitally quotes a neighbor,
sometimes on statements I suspect he didn't believe.

Two books after Thoreau's time alert us to these
phenomena. One was Edward Whvmper's Scrambles
Among the Alps in 1860-69, (1871). This had a number
of elaborate atmospheric effects accentuated as seen
from among the clouds. The summit of Mount Washing-
ton would have a similar advantage over the plains of
Concord. The other book is also good reading; it is

M. Minnaert's The Nature of Light and Colour in the Open
Air (translated from the French, Dover, 1954).

Minnaert's book was the clue to an enigmatic quo-
tation in Walden: "In view of the future or possible, we
should live quite laxly and undefined in front, our out-
lines dim and misty on that side; as our shadows reveal
an insensible perspiration toward the sun. " This is the
Heiligenschein or halo effect, as Minnaert describes it:

"In the early morning, when the sun is still low and
casts our long shadow on the dewy grass, we perceive
a remarkable aureole of light, uncoloured, lying near
and above the shadow of our head Compare your



shadow with that of other people; you will see the Heili-
genschein surrounding only your own head. This may
lead you to philosophise! When Benvenuto Cellini, the
famous Italian artist of the sixteenth century noticed it,

he thought that the shimmer of light was a sign of his
own genius !

"

In talking to Thomas Blanding a while ago, I thought
he said that Thoreau's essay, Walking, in its original
version had a more direct reference to this phenomenon.
Perhaps we will see when that volume - Excursions - in

the edition, appears. The essay, Walking, like Beethoven';
Hymn to Joy , is a Hymn to the Sun. It is permeated, suf-
fused, bathed in sunlight. It causes us to sublime, or as
the dictionary tells me: "pass directly from the solid to

the vapor state. " Yet neither Thoreau nor Beethoven are
vapid. Hitler's perverse usage of Beethoven is at last

receding from most men's minds. Hopefully, Thoreau's
works will never be thus misused.

- Malcolm M. Ferguson

Walden Walking

A robin lights

on the shore,
speaks its piece

and leaves.

Ants scatter to and fro
searching,

colonizing.

Concord

The sun shines,
easing mind chords,

soothing heart pain,

promising rain's sanity,

filtering visionary skeins,
winnowing confusion,

to weave - Concord, finally.

- Janet Wittier
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This pencil sketch of Thoreau was made by Daniel
Ricketson. A note under the drawing reads: 'H. D.

Thoreau as he presented himself at the door of Brook-
lawn Dec. 25th 1854--age 37. ' Ricketson pasted the
sketch into his personal copy of A Week on the Concord
and Merrimack Rivers , now in the Lownes Collection of
Brown University. The following article describes the
meeting which inspired this Thoreau caricature. "
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DANIEL RICKETSON'S REMINISCENCES OF THOREAU

Among the Thoreau treasures in the Abernethy Li-
brary of Middlebury College is a sixteen page reminiscence
of Thoreau by his New Bedford friend, Daniel Ricketson
(1813-1898). Through the courtesy of the Abernethy Li-
brary and its Curator, Mr. E. Rosenfeld, this manuscript
is edited below.

Apparently, the Abernethy manuscript is an early
draft of the Thoreau sketch which Ricketson's children,
Anna and Walton, included in their Memorial Volume for

their father, Daniel Ricketson and His Friends (Boston,

1902), pp. 11-19, and which was recently reprinted by
Walter Harding in his Henry David Thoreau: A Profile
(New York, 1971), pp. 23-29. The precise date of com-
position of these notes has not been determined, but a
reference in the manuscript draft to Sophia Thoreau's
death fourteen years after her brother's, and in the
published essay a reference to Emerson as still living,

places the sketch between the years of their deaths, 1876
and 1882 respectively.

While only half as long as the expanded reminiscence
in Daniel Ricketson and His Friends , this version has
enough new information (including Thoreau's hat size!)
to justify its resurrection here. It should be remembered,
however, that these notes were written by a sexagenarian
who typifies the aging Transcendentalists 1 indifference to

recording with a reporter's accuracy the events of their
more revolutionary years. (" I am universal, " said Chan-
ning, "I have nothing to do with the particular and definite. ")

It is not surprising, then, that Ricketson makes several
factual errors. It was not Thoreau's mother but Aunt
Louisa, his mother's maiden sister, who had won the
attentions of Daniel Webster. Ricketson mistakenly refers
to Thoreau's sister Helen as his younger sister Ellen.
And, finally, John Thoreau, Jr. died as a result of a cut

on the ring finger of his left hand, not on his thumb as
Ricketson states.

The idiosyncracies of Ricketson's manuscript have
been retained throughout this transcription, except for the

addition of terminal punctuation where Ricketson has failed

to supply it. The brief third paragraph, beginning "My
acquaintance with T . . . . ", appears in an anomalous
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position in the manuscript and has been inserted in the
present order with no more editorial justification than as
an act of transcendental faith.

Henry David Thoreau

1817 - 1862

My acquaintance with Thoreau commenced in the year
1854. During the summer of that year I purchased at one
of our bookseller's in New Bedford, a copy of "Walden,
or Life in the Woods. " Previously I had never heard of
its author, but on looking over the pages of this admirable
and most original book, I found so many observations
relative to plants, birds and of natural objects generally
in which I was also interested, I at once felt that I had
found a congenial spirit. I may add by way of explanation,
and also at the risk of egotism, that during this season,
while engaged in re -building a house in the country a few
miles from New Bedford, I had erected a small building,
similar to one I had built at a previous home, and to which
I had given the same name, that of my "Shanty. " As I

was daily superintending my building and agricultural
operations, my family being then in our city home, I

found it more convenient, as well as adapted to my habits,
to make this little building my temporary home. From
this humble edifice I addressed my first letter to the author
of Walden. The following is an extract from his reply. "I

had duly received your very kind and frank letter, but
delayed to answer it thus long, because I have little skill

as a correspondent, and wished to send you something more
than my thanks. I was gratified by your prompt and hearty
acceptance of my book. Your's is the only word of greeting
I r»m likely to receive from a dweller in the woods like my-
self, from where the whippoorwill and cuckoo are heard,
and there are better than moral clouds drifting [over,] and
real breezes blowing. " My first personal interview with
him was in December of this year (1854). He was bound to

Nantucket to deliver a lecture, and I had invited him to be
my guest on his way thither. I had expected him at noon,
but as he did not arrive, I had given him up for the day. In
vhe la.tter part of the afternoon, I was engaged in cleaning
<^ff the snow which had fallen during the day, from my front

"hps, when upon looking up I saw a man walking up the
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carriage road carrying a portmanteau in one hand and an
umbrella in the other-- He was dressed in a long overcoat
of dark color, and wore a dark soft hat. I had no sus-
picion it was Thoreau, and rather supposed it was a pedlar
of small wares. As he came near me he stopped, and as
I did not speak, he said, "You do not know me. " It at

once flashed on my mind that the person before me was my
correspondent whom I had expected in the morning, and who
in my imagination I had figured as a stout and robust per-
son, instead of the small and rather inferior looking man
before me. However I concealed my disappointment and
at once replied, "I presume this is Mr. Thoreau, " and
taking his portmanteau conducted him to the house & to

his room already awaiting him.

My disappointment at his personal appearance however
passed off on hearing his conversation at the table, & during
the evening, and rarely through the years of my acquaintance
with him did his personal appearance conflict with his noble
powers of mind, his rich philosophical conversation and
broad erudition. He was a strong man, both in mind & body,
if we estimate him by the results of his labors. His face
was greatly improved in manly expression by the growth
of his beard which he wore in full during the latter years
of his life. The most expressive feature of his face was
his eye, blue in color, and full of the gentlest humanity
and intelligence. His head was of medium size, the same
as that of Emerson wearing a number seven hat--his arms
were rather long, and his legs short, and hands and feet
rather large. His sloping shoulders were a mark of ob-
servation. But when in usual health he was strong & vig-
orous—a remarkable pedestrian, tiring out nearly all his
companions in his prolonged tramps through woods and
marshes when in pursuit of some rare plant or other ob-
ject of interest. In Thoreau, as in Dr. Kane, Lord Nelson
and other brave and heroic men, it was the spirit more
than the temple in which it dwelt that made the man.

My acquaintance with T. was from 1854 to the time of

his death 1862. During these years we exchanged visits
annually. He was much interested in the botany of our
region finding many marine plants he had not before seen.

At the time of my first acquaintance with Thoreau the
admirers of his works, "A Week on the Concord and
Merrimack Rivers, " and "Walden or Life in the Woods, "
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these being his only published works, were limited to a
few among whom the most prominent were, Emerson,
Channing and Alcott of Concord, Messrs. Blake and Brown
of Worcester, Mr. Marston Watson of Plymouth, and the
writer. Some accused him of being an imitator of Emerson,
others as being unsocial, and generally as being impractica-
ble, and ascetic. Now he was none of these--a more
original man never lived nor one more thoroughly a per-
sonification of himself. Having been an occasional guest
at his home, I can assert that no man could hold a finer
relationship with his family than he. The family during
most of my acquaintance with it, consisted of his father,
mother and sister Sophia. An older brother John and
younger sister, Helen, had been deceased several years.
John Thoreau the father was a quiet, gentlemanly man,
short of stature, and as his name indicated of French
origin, his father having been a native [of] the island of

Jersey. Mrs. Thoreau, the mother was a tall woman, and
in her youth was said to have been handsome, a great talker
and quite dramatic in action- -pleasant and hospitable, a good
mother and wife. Before her marriage she received the
admiration, if not the offer of matrimony from Daniel
Webster, but found doubtlessly a much happier life, if a
more humble one in her choice of Mr. Thoreau. Miss
Thoreau was a lady of too marked a character not to have
a particular notice. Of a fine dignified person, great
serenity of character, with excellent powers of conversation
and in composition, she was intellectually, the feminine
representative of her brother, whom she survived some
fourteen years. An elder brother John, and a younger sis-

ter Ellen died early. John died of lock-jaw caused by a

slight wound on his thumb while stropping his razor. His
brother Henry so deeply sympathized with him as to have
most of the symptoms of this direful disease as he informed
me on one of his visits to me--the narration of which over-
came him so much that he went to the door for air, and I

quickly turned the conversation to some other subject. It

was the only time I ever saw him show emotion.

There was an element in Thoreau not generally known
even to his friends, that of humour, to which he added a

love for music. He was fond of sailor songs, particularly
those of Dibdin, and I have heard him sing "Tom Bowline" in

good nautical style to a few friends. He also played upon the
German flute, with which he often whiled away an hour while
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living in his shanty at Walden-pond. After his death his
surviving sister Miss Sophia E. Thoreau presented the

flute [ to] my son Walton.

(Daniel Ricketson)
edited by Thomas Blanding

CAPE COD COLOSSUS

The last sentence in Thoreau's Cape Cod reads, "A
man may stand there and put all America behind him. "

Like so many of Thoreau's seductively simple remarks,
it suggests meaning beyond its plain statement. It has
thus proved puzzling. One of the best recent studies of

Cape Cod (Thoreau's journey considered as an epic quest)
admits to such puzzlement. At the end the critic asks of

this sentence merely, "Has Thoreau chosen the Great
Beach in preference to the Great Society? Or . . . has he
turned his back on civilization or his face toward Nature?"
The burden of the moment is here felt to be negative, and
the author is content to accept such a negative as a pre-
face to an affirmative. " * I think Thoreau intended some-
thing different, more positive, certainly more specific.

I offer the following for consideration.

First of all it is a general, impersonal statement.
Not

X

or We stand here , but ,a man may stand there. How
universal does Thoreau intend this man to be? Any man?
An American? A man like himself? Keeping in mind
Thoreau's repeated assertion that the proper habitation
for man is on a seashore, between the solid earth of
reality and the great tidal flow of infinite spiritual power,
that man is a land animal, but that he should be a mariner

-

terrener man exposing himself to the influences of the sea,
we have first of all to identify this Cape -standing man with
the Thoreauvian idealization. Again, he says there and
not here , pointing to his figure. This suggests some
special recognition of an understood character of Cape Cod.

Both these things are evoked by the famous last sen-
tence. And they are well prepared for. He came to see
the ocean on this "seashore of seashores. " He describes
the Cape and its places and people, but he is constantly
searching for what it all has to tell him, as he reminded
his friend Blake when he chided him for not persisting till
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he had found what it all meant. Thoreau himself was
certainly persistent, fascinated, and given to returning
again and again to the longest beach on the Atlantic shore.
Again he states, defines, hints, and in general evokes
the social, historical, psychic meaning of the Cape. Two
passages in particular prepare us for the final sentence.
The first is the amusing, shouted conversation with
Europe from the Beach above the Highland Light on the
last day of his composite tour. This is surely the loudest
and most distantly projected dialogue before the electronic
era. After conventional musing about gazing east from
our shores way over to Portugal, he shouts his boisterous
American brag. His mind's eye travels north along the
Portuguese shore until he sights Cape Finisterre at the
southern tip of the Bay of Biscay. Land's End? What
a "vain brag. " "Here is Cape Cod, - Cape Land's-Begin-
ning, " he shouts back. Then letting his eye travel south
to the Straits of Gibraltar, the Pillars of Hercules, he
asks Europe what was written on them. "The inhabitants
shouted Ne plus ultra (no more beyond), but the wind bore
to us the truth only, plus ultra (more beyond), and over
the Bay westward was echoed ultra (beyond). And finally

in his excitement he enlarges the meaning of the Cape as
Land's Beginning to include the whole American continent,
advising Europeans to pull up stakes and come west even
to the shores of California, "the only plus ultra now. "

Satisfied that he had "taken the wind out of their sails, "

he moves on toward the wrist of the Cape.

He is now near the end. But instead of picking up
speed, he indulges in a long (thirty-page) historical
aside, an "Ante-Pilgrim history of New England. " A
modern editor relegates this to small print in an appendix,
if he bothers with it at all. But it is curiously germane,
revealing Thoreau's persistent need for getting the sense
of places and his feeling for New England in particular as
durable seashore. Says he: came the Norsemen, came
the superb French explorers and mapmakers, the great
Italian navigators, the trading and colonizing Dutch and
English, yet the shore endured as it always had. Cape
Cod was still the Cape of codfish and white sands. Dis-
covered and rediscovered, named and renamed, it was
always "even then Cape and Bay. " It was an object lesson
in the permanence of nature as against the ephemeral
character of men and nations. It did not need a past or
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a present. It was . It was profoundly American and thus
significant in the history of human culture. The sea
shaped and was still shaping not only its shores but its

destiny. Cape Cod was significant.

Five pages later, a kind of coda disguised as a
traveler's guide, recapitulates intended meanings in the
book and makes sure the reader's attention is brought
back from the narrated homecoming at Boston harbor,
to the tip of Cape Cod. These are highlights he wants
remembered: He went to see the ocean. There is no
other beach on the Atlantic like Cape Cod where there is

a double way, "a beach and a bank, which at the same
time shows you the land and the sea. " It is the "edge of

the continent;" others are mere sandbars. Wellfleet
is most attractive because "it best combines the country
and the seaside. " Fall is the best season to go, for "then
the atmosphere is more transparent" and provides scope
for eye and mind. " It is unknown to the fashionable world,
which mostly is more interested in bowling alleys, cir-
cular railroads, and wine than brine. It is necessary to

see the death-dealing storms of autumn and winter "in
order to get the impression that the sea is calculated to

make. " The coda then narrows down to four pungent
sentences which tellingly re-recapitulate the whole,
driving home selected themes: "Here is the spring of

springs, the waterfall of waterfalls" (the Grand Source).
"A storm ... is the time to visit it" (Unleashed Power).
"A lighthouse or a fisherman's hut [is] the true hotel"
(Noble Simplicity of Shore People). "A man may stand
there and put all America behind him" (the Perfect Place
for Man, between this land and the sea).

The last sentence drops into place logically and
sequentially. Thoreau has put a human figure there bet-
ween land and sea. The place is not only a good place,
it is the perfect place. As the super-Thoreau stands there
feeling kinship with shore folk and putting all America at

his back, he gazes eastward toward old Europe and con-
fronts mystery and non-human shaping forces. An awe-
some moment. He has not rejected America, not turned
his back on it; he is backed up to its solidness. He is

deliberately, dynamically positioning himself, a part of

that huge plus ultra land mass, - a kind of American
Colossus. It is a striking silhouette emblematic of the
sun of Thoreau's experiences on the Cape. Yet the Cape
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is not just a place where "the lesson and impression of
the sea" may sink deep; it is the representative place in
Thoreau, the seashore of seashores where the exterior
and the interior life may mingle, a second Walden well
rooted and strongly backed, fronting a universe surging
with mystery, power, and promise.

Willard H. Bonner

1. John McAleer, "Thoreau's Epic 'Cape Cod'," Thought
Fordham University Quarterly, XLIII #169, p. 246.

Note: Prof. Bonner has recently retired from the English
Department at SUNY/ Buffalo and is at work on a book
dealing with Thoreau and the Maritime.

SUMMER SEMINARS AT CONCORD

Once again the State University of New York College
of Arts and Sciences at Geneseo offers its special summer
seminars at Concord. Beginning June 25 and continuing
through July 14 the first session presents Prof. Walter
Harding leading an unstructured discussion of the life and
writings of Thoreau including field trips to sites associated
with him. During the second session, July 6 - August 16,

Dr. Harding will preside over an intensive study of the
lives and writings of Emerson, Thoreau, and other New
England Transcendentalists from 1835 to I860. Informa-
tion as to tuition and registration may be had by writing to:

Professor Walter Harding
State University College
Geneseo, New York 14454

THOREAU SOCIETY ANNUAL MEETING

The annual meeting of the Thoreau Society will be
held in the First Parish Church in Concord on Saturday,
July 14, with President Frederick T. McGill, Jr. pre-
siding. The guest speaker will be Loren Eiseley of whom
more will be said in the June Saunterer.

As usual the Lyceum will arrange a box supper on
the lawn in front of the Walden House replica. Tickets
may be ordered by writing or calling the office after

June 1.
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Lyceum Lectures

April 11 - Frederick T. McGill, Jr. former Associate
Dean and Professor of English at Rutgers University
and currently President of the Thoreau Society, will

speak on the Friendship of Channing and Thoreau.
Prof. McGill's Channing of Concord (Rutgers Univer-
sity Press - 1967) is the only biography of Thoreau's
friend and walking companion, William Ellery Chan-
ning II.

May 16 - Dr. Gordon V. Boudreau, Associate Professor
of English at Le Moyne College will discuss Thoreau
and Gilpin: The Language of Art. In addition, Dr.
Boudreau will play a tape prepared by Matt Mielnick,
Le Moyne senior, entitled Thoreau and Ives: The
Language of Music.

May 23 - Professor Joel Myerson of the English Depart-
ment at the University of South Carolina will present:
Transcendentalism Viewed by Its Contemporaries or
what the average journals, the average man and the
"non-transcendental" figures thought of the movement.

All lectures begin at 8 o'clock and are open to the
public free of charge. However, it is necessary to make
advance reservations since seating space is limited.

Wild Flower Plant Sale

May 5 - The Lyceum will hold its annual Wild Flower
Plant sale. This annual event combined with sales
from the book shop and gift shop and with member-
ship fees and gifts from friends enables the Lyceum
to serve as a Thoreau Center for all ages, to main-
tain its research library and to present free lectures
and exhibitions.

Finding Spring in Concord

Two courses, one for adults beginning on April 30,

and one for present third and fourth graders beginning
May 1, will be led by Mrs. Frank McClintock of Concord.
Information as to fees and hours may be had by calling the
Lyceum any weekday between 10 and 5. Class size is

limited.
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THE THOREAU LYCEUM

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP

Member

Family

Friend of the Lyceum

Contributing Member

Life Member

3.00

5.00

10.00

25.00

100.00

156 Belknap Street, Concord, Massachusetts 01742

(617) 369-5912

Non-profit and Tax-exempt

All inquiries should be addressed to:

Mrs. Thomas W. McGrath, Curator

\
THOREAU LYceunt
)Ji B«lfcnt.p street
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